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Anecdotaly, wheel slip was visually and audibly decreased. There was also less smell of 
burnt rubber. Ideally, wheel sensors vs dyno optical speed is preferable to these 
anecdotal observations, but rolling radius of the tires is a calculated parameter, and 
speed calculation is highly sensitive to this estimation; thus this comparison was not 
made. 
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1.To calculate power using TP1, the fuel rate, engine rpm and intake pressure 
would be required, along with current and voltage measurements at the motor 
input from the inverters. As it is, TP1 was unsuccessful because of a glitch in the 
Toyota OEM scantool that prohibits us from exporting data from the scantool. 
Also, measuring voltage and current at the motor inputs would have been ideal, 
but this was not done on the Prius Prime or any other test vehicles for several 
reasons. One: a 3-phase motor requires 3 amp probes, with the shielding pulled 
back to reduce EMF noise at low amperages and then re-connected in a large 
loop to allow an amp probe to be clamped around the unshielded portion. With 
the Prius Prime and Chevy Volt, this means 6 amp probes. Aside from being 
time and resource intensive, this is usually space prohibitive because of how 
tightly HEVs and PHEVs are packaged, and because we want to avoid placing 
these 6 amp probes in close proximity to hot engine components. 
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The BMW drivetrain looks something like this. Similar to the Prime, the K1 factor, given 
where we take the amperage and voltage measurements, needs to account for the 
efficiencies of the inverter and motor. K2 however, needs to account the losses in the 
transmission, transfer case and differentials. Wheel torque sensors were used on the 
BMW on all four wheels, but due to issues with the sensors only two reported coherent 
data; thankfully, one of these sensors was on the front axle and the other was on the 
rear, allowing us to calculate TP2 with the wheel torque sensors. We are also able to 
calculate TP2 using the dynamometer torque and speed. Finally, we used a Diagra D 
OBD scanning software/hardware kit to measure engine rpm and intake pressure. The 
fuel flow rate was not captured, unfortunately. This was a limitation of the scantool, 
which is non-OEM specific.
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The Chevy Volt drivetrain includes 2 planetary gears. The K1 factor is actually split into 
two separate factors because it has 2 motors. With the use of OEM scantool GM MDI, 
we were able to measure all the parameters relevant to calculating TP1. We also 
measured the front drive wheel torque and speeds for calculating TP2, and as always, 
we have the dyno metrics for calculating TP2.  When we are at the stage of data 
processing we’ll be able to compare TP2 and TP1.
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Similar to the Volt, the GM MDI was used to measure metrics pertinent to calculating 
TP1. The simpler drivetrain of dthe Vue makes the comparison between TP2 and TP1 
less onerous and prone to errors. Being a Belt Alternator System, the motor/generator 
output is directly connected to the engine shaft output. Unfortunately, because the Vue 
is such an old vehicle, the battery metrics available from the scantool are limited, so 
battery temperature was not measured and battery voltage, amperage and power were 
not recorded with the MDI.
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We were unable to measure non-12V auxiliaries from the BMW due to complexity of HV wiring 
and lack of time. From initial inspection it appears we would have needed a 3-phase 
measurement for the AC compressor alone.

TP1 can only be calculated by employing engine power curves, which we currently do not have 
for any of our four test vehicles. We may be able to find these for a few our our vehicles in the 
near future.

Thirdly, the wheel torque sensors were not easy to work with. At times there was signal 
interruption, they were not transmitting or not functioning. Also, there was a zero drift over 
the duration of the test and afterwards. Finally, at least for the Prius Prime, the power 
calculated from the wheels was less than that from the dyno, so we have an unidentified issue 
as of now.

From Section 6.6 comes the provision to set the REESS SOC so that maximum power is 
achieved. This was not done because we lacked time with 4 vehicles to find this SOC, and also 
we lacked any support from OEMs.

In Section 6.9.2 the warmup requirements are stated. 60km/h is specified as the warmup speed 
with a minimum of 20min. This was insufficient, and longer warmup times were onerous so we 
opted to use a common steady state speed in electric vehicle testing, 55mph or 89km/h. Out of 
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the 4 vehicles, only 1 nessicitated more than 20min of driving time at this speed to warm up the 
engine coolant and tramission fluid. 
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Section 6.10.1 states that the averaging function shall begin when the accelerator pedal 
command reaches 100%. In this example, that would be approximately here [press 
button].

For hub-dynos this initial stabilization period would either be not present or much less 
pronounced. So, we were thinking, what provisions, if any are in the GTR that specify 
(1) the maximum stabilization period (2) the defining metrics for stabilization and (3) 
the magnitude allowed during this test. Does this provision already exist?
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